Giving glass
new life.

Glass recycling,
never decreasing quality.
Glass is infinitely recyclable without having any
reduction in quality, which saves raw materials,
reduces energy, cuts CO2 emissions and reduces
the amount of material going to landfill.
At Viridor, we’ve invested in the latest glass recycling
technologies, allowing for a wider range of glass products
to be recycled. This makes us super-efficient, which means
we can say “yes” to your glass recycling needs.

Recycled glass can be used to make new bottles and
containers, or can be used in the construction industry,
replacing virgin materials. Yet, with all this investment,
and a clear demand for quality recycled glass for
remanufacturing, too much glass still ends up in
general waste bins.

What’s in it for you?
As well as the feel-good factor of knowing your organisation
is playing its part in reducing environmental impact, recycling
also helps you:
• Drive down costs and hassle with a single waste
management provider
• Meet or exceed your sustainability targets
• Enhance your green credentials: customers and
prospects are looking to work with organisations
who are ethical and sustainable
• Peace of mind: by working with a compliant,
trustworthy provider
• Reduce the size and weight of your general waste
bin by diverting glass into recycling containers
• Generate revenue: by partnering with Viridor you could
also be entitled to a rebate, turning the waste at the
bottom of the bin, into ££s on your bottom line

Award-winning infrastructure
We have the capability and facilities to sort a wide variety
of waste glass products into various colour streams,
and are proud to run glass recycling sites, where all
output is a product ready for remanufacturing.
We are constantly looking at ways to increase recycling
rates amongst our customers, and we invest heavily in
the right process and equipment to make that happen.

A trusted advisor
Our own large fleet offers a flexible collection service, with
our friendly and helpful drivers always ready to assist.

We offer our customers detailed analysis and reporting,
with compliance being key. All our products are fully tracked
and compliant, ensuring you are never at risk of breaching
environmental regulations.

Partner with Viridor and you partner with a true expert
in recycling. If required, we can make you experts too.
We can offer training and educational resources to help
your organisation make the most out of our service.
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Accreditations

Get in touch

Each site operates under the highest quality,
environmental, energy efficiency, health and safety
standards – certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO
50001 and OHSAS 18001 respectively.

Get in touch with Viridor, we put more of your glass to
work. Call us for a free waste audit or quote, or visit us
online at www.viridor.co.uk/services

Main feed hoppers

Metals and plastic recovery

Picking station

Screening and sizing

Removal of small contaminants

Glass is loaded
into feed hoppers.

• Recovery of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals
• Suction to recover plastic

There are belts for
hand-sorting to
remove contaminates.

The glass is screened
and crushed to produce
a uniform size of <50mm.

• Removal of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals
• Suction and screening to remove
plastic, paper, corks and caps

Viridor are extremely proud to
hold End of Waste certificates
for our glass facilities, meaning
100% of our sites glass
output is a product ready for
remanufacturing, with nothing
going to waste.

Materials sizing

Removal of Ceramic,
Stones and Porcelain (CSP)

Removal of lead and
heat resistant glass

Microsorters identify
and remove CSP.

X-ray used to identify
and remove lead and
heat resistant glass.

Microsort colour separation
Amber

Green

Clear

<5mm used
for aggregate.

>5mm ready
for colour sorting.

Quality control
Quality checked at
the site laboratory.

Dispatch of final products
Quality products to container
and fibreglass markets.

Get in touch
Contact us for a free waste audit or quote:
0345 300 0307
enquiries@viridor.co.uk
Or visit us online at: viridor.co.uk/services

Viridor Collection Services:
- Paper and cardboard recycling
- Glass recycling
- Plastics recycling
- Electricals (WEEE) recycling
- Food and organics recycling
- Mixed recycling
- General waste
- Confidential waste
- Liquid waste
- Hazardous and clinical waste
- Plus many more

Head Office:
Viridor House
Youngman Place
Priory Bridge Road
Taunton TA1 1AP21 400
www.viridor.co.uk
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